
BRING YOUR SALES TEAM!  >  Register at TMSAtoday.org

JUNE 11, 2019 • AMELIA ISLAND, FL (NEAR JACKSONVILLE)

TRANSPORTATION
SALES TRAINING

 WORKSHOP

IDEAS & STRATEGIES FOR SALES LEADERS UNIQUE TRAINING FOR SALES REPS 

COACHING, TRAINING, TOOLS AND PROCESSES:

• Gain access to practical insights, best practices 
and ideas you can implement to strengthen the  
performance of your sales team 

• Identify where your employees are “getting stuck” 
in the sales process

• Put team and individual development plans in place 
to heighten skills & knowledge

• Establish employee milestones & metrics that matter 

BE MORE STRATEGIC IN YOUR SALES:

• Identify your highest potential leads (including  
strategies in social selling)

• Create your unique value proposition and compelling 
messaging that resonate (live, phone, email or social)

• Close deals faster by navigating objections and  
shifting customer focus to value

• Evaluate your portfolio to identify where highest 
growth potential exists

 

https://www.tmsatoday.org/sales-training-workshop


ONE-DAY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

TUESDAY, JUNE 11   

 7:15a Registration Opens

 7:30a – 8:45a Networking Breakfast with Other Sales Leaders and Reps

 9:00a – 10:00a Keynote: Charting the Course through Demographic Change

 10:15a – 11:15a Gaining Access: Break Through the Clutter with Compelling   
  Messages and Techniques

 11:15a – 12:15p Selling Beyond Price: Leveraging an Effective Value Proposition 

 12:15p – 1:30p Interactive Discussion Groups (Facilitated Lunch Topics)

 1:45p – 2:45p Pipeline Management: Growing a Book of Business 

 2:45p – 3:45p Sales Coaching & Enablement: Developing the “A” Team

 4:00p – 5:00p Build versus Buy? Increasing Sales Effectiveness with Your   
  Organization’s Learning and Development Program

 5:30p – 7:00p TMSA Beach Fling (Networking Reception)

* Workshop schedule and content subject to change.

Note: This workshop takes place concurrently with the annual TMSA Logistics 
Marketing & Sales Conference. If you’re interested in attending for the full three 
days, just register for the entire conference – which includes access to all sessions 
in this workshop!

WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Gaining Access: Break Through the Clutter with Compelling 
Messages and Techniques

If you’ve ever agonized over the perfect message only to receive no response, you’re 
not alone. It takes an average of 18 calls to connect with a buyer, and only 24% of 
sales emails are ever opened. This session will teach you how to develop new tech-
niques to gain access to customers regardless of mode of communication; deliver 
a compelling message that gets responses; and improve response rates upon initial 
contact with prospects. Learn to:

• Identify highest potential leads (effective qualifying techniques)

• Leverage social media and other resources to turn a prospect into a warm lead

• Create a compelling message to differentiate yourself via phone, voicemail, email

Selling Beyond Price: Leveraging an Effective Value Proposition

After this session, you’ll be able to mitigate price objections; demonstrate value to 
customers by leveraging a compelling value proposition; and close deals faster by 
navigating objections and shifting customer focus to value.

Whether you’re targeting a new client, expanding or seeking to maintain current 
business, demonstrating value is crucial. This session will prepare salespeople to bet-
ter address price objections by shifting discussions to value (not price). Learn how to:

• Create a compelling value proposition for your product or service

• Communicate a compelling value proposition

• Navigate and respond to objections

Pipeline Management: Growing a Book of Business

Capturing new accounts is a top goal for many organizations — yet for some,  
revenue from new customers averages only 30% of total revenues. On the other 
hand, sales cycles for existing customers are about half the length of new business, 
making them a smart focus. Attend this session and you’ll be able to:

• Strike the right balance between new customer acquisition and existing customer  
expansion & retention

• Evaluate your customer portfolio to identify highest growth potential

• Identify a strategy to diversify revenue streams

Focus on developing a productive and growing sales pipeline and customer portfolio. 
It will help you evaluate your portfolio and put in place successful growth strategies 
with increased wallet share from customers. We’ll explore how you can leverage a 
customer segmentation model, develop a growth strategy, and ensure you spend 
your time on the right activities to achieve customer growth. 

Presenters: Sara Black and Holly LaBoda are Partners and 
Co-Founders of Luminaries Consulting, specializing in 
organizational learning, training, and strategy. They have 
30+ years combined experience and have worked with 
leading companies such as C.H. Robinson, Emirates Group, 
Land O’Lakes, and Coca-Cola Enterprises.

Get Details & Register at TMSAtoday.org

https://www.tmsatoday.org/sales-training-workshop
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Keynote: Charting the Course through Demographic Change

Learn about the shifting demography and related opportunities and challenges for  
you and your organization. Marketing, Sales, and Business leaders in transportation  
and logistics will walk away from this session with a different perspective about their 
company, their prospect and customer base, their country, and their world. It will  
provide you with insights and examples that make demography relevant to today’s  
culture, business climate and economy. 

Keynote Presenter: John Maketa, Chief Revenue Officer, Caliper  
(a human capital analytics company)

Sales Coaching & Enablement: Developing the “A” Team 
Selling in today’s environment is harder than ever, and sales people must constantly evolve  
to see success. The sales leader plays a key role in developing their team, yet just 38% of  
salespeople report their manager helps them develop the skills they need for their role today, 
and even less for the future. 

Increase your effectiveness as a sales leader for coaching your sales team in the field;  
continuously develop the skills of your team; and decrease sales cycle time with a stronger,  
more effective team. This session will prepare you to:

• Put coaching strategies in place coach employees through the sales gates

• Put team and individual development plans in place to heighten skills and knowledge

• Monitor employee milestone & metrics that matter most

TMSA  |  TRANSPORTATION SALES TRAINING WORKSHOP

EXPAND YOUR PROFESSIONAL NETWORK 
This day-long workshop is ideal for peer-to-peer and industry  
networking through these activities:

Networking Breakfast. Meet the leaders and professionals 
attending from third-party logistics companies, motor carriers, and 
other companies in commercial freight transportation and logistics. 

Interactive Roundtable Discussions. Attend these “working 
lunch” sessions to share ideas, challenges, solutions, and best  
practices among your peers. Topics include:

• The Complex Sale: Managing Multiple Stakeholders in the Process

• Beyond Transactions: Build Strategic Relationships with Customers

• Social Selling: Leveraging Social Media in your Sales Process

• Tips and Best Practices: Successful Sales Negotiations

• Why Customer Experience (CX) Matters Most to Sales

• Can You Provide Your Customer with What They Want Before 
They Ask For It?

• Developing a Strong Data-Driven Foundation for Your 
Marketing, Sales and CX

• The Correlation Between CX and Revenue Generation

TMSA Beach Fling (Networking Reception). This workshop 
is held in conjunction with the annual three-day TMSA Logistics 
Marketing & Sales Conference. Network with hundreds of sales, 
business development, marketing and business leaders.

Build versus Buy? Increasing Sales Effectiveness with Your 
Organization’s Learning and Development Program 
Feeling pressure to scale revenue, today’s sales leaders are taking stock of available 
resources, ascertaining their internal capabilities to create and deliver a sales learning 
and development program. Leaders are balancing this with the option to outsource all or 
part of their formal sales training, while recognizing the impact smart training can have. 
For example, according to a recent study by CSO Insights, effective sales onboarding can 
improve quota attainment by 16%; speed up the ramp-time to full productivity by 18%; 
and decrease your voluntary turnover rate from 14% to 8%.

After this panel discussion, you’ll be able to:

• Gauge the value of an effective sales learning and development program

• Understand the key elements that a program should have

• Weigh the pros and cons of a ‘build vs. buy’ strategy for sales development

 

REGISTRATION FEES
Member $495 • Non-Member $695 (per individual)

Fees include breakfast, lunch and reception. Rates are in U.S. 
Dollars. Save on 3 or more from the same company. Register 
using Promo Code GroupRate10% to receive 10% discount! 

If you’re interested in attending the three-day annual 2019 
TMSA Logistics Marketing & Sales Conference (along with this 
workshop), register online at TMSAtoday.org. If you register 
for the conference, you have full access to any sessions  
included in this workshop.Questions? Call 952-466-6270 x208



ACCELERATE SALES TEAM PERFORMANCE

9382 Oak Avenue 
Waconia, MN 55387  USA

TUES. JUNE 11, 2019 • JACKSONVILLE, FL
> Get Info & Register at TMSAtoday.org

SAMPLE LIST OF RECENTLY INVOLVED COMPANIES

TRANSPORTATION
SALES TRAINING

 WORKSHOP

PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR SALES LEADERS

UNIQUE TRAINING FOR SALES REPS 

COACHING, TRAINING, TOOLS 
AND PROCESSES

BE MORE STRATEGIC, PRODUCTIVE  
AND RESULTS-ORIENTED IN SALES

Strengthen Your Sales and Marketing Even More:  
Attend the Entire Annual Conference!

This Sales Training Workshop takes place concurrently with the annual  
TMSA Logistics Marketing & Sales Conference. You have the option to take  
advantage of this full three-day conference — and bring your entire Sales  
and Marketing Team! Register for the full conference and you have access  
to all sessions included in this sales workshop. 

Get full details at TMSAtoday.org

https://www.tmsatoday.org/sales-training-workshop
https://www.tmsatoday.org/sales-training-workshop

